
down in the darkness with only the stars above us and a little light to signal occasional drivers. One of them was an old drunk man who could barely seat in his car and stopped to ask if we
needed help almost falling off his car. Safely back home we ate the leftover soup and then went to bed, myself reading more of all the harm that state communism sets in.  

Yesterday I once again had a fair amount of hours to update my project and then even start a new essay. As the children woke up I fed them some cereals and then started playing with them but at
the beginning was Silvester to be  cranky and then after eating some strozzapreti gnocchi it was Livia who got upset. In the end I managed to get both children in the car and we drove down to
the Poleo playground where we played with a ball down up and down the big hill there. Later we did some grocery and drove by the hardware store to get a filler for the new project museum
sign. There was a lot of traffic in Schio driving back up the mountains but finally we got on the lonely hills with a gray cold weather turning fuchsia at sun set. At home I fed the children a
pumpkin soup and I also ate some artichokes I found in discount before feeding the children some nice persimmons I also found expiring. Later I let them watch some TV and I drew and wrote
before going to bed to read about the Mao Zedong triggered famines.

Yesterday I updated my project and then managed to get the kids out for a walk. We first reached our lower part of the property where I have been still thinking to build the ruins of my project
cathedral. From there we started walking up and met a little cat that followed us all the way into the dirt road below the project museum. We actually went all the way around and stopped over
the hills to feed the cat the ham in the children sandwich. After making it behind the hunter's shooting ground we reached the museum and managed to open the lock. The kids then played in and
around it while I filled the gaps of the new sign. Having walked down to Contrada Rossi we met Gianna who made it up only wearing slippers. We walked down with her and our little cat
disappeared. At home I ate some leftover pasta and a salad while the kids played. For them I cooked some ravioli and then I let them play while I drew and wrote. In the evening we watched
together a well crafted Ukrainian cartoon about a storyteller rescuing a princess kidnapped by a dwarf wizard. In bed I read of Chang's life as part of the Chinese communist elite. 

Yesterday I updated my project and kept on writing on an essay before the children woke up. I then got them ready to drive up the Rossi contrada and front there we walked to the project
museum where I started painting the new sign. A hunter soon came our way. He shook and seemed quite uncomfortable meeting me so tried to get him to calm down and even asked him to show
us his rifle. Later we drove all the way to Padua to the big Swedish retail shop to see if we could find some good sleeping solution for the children who are still sleeping in a sofa. After feeding
them some meatballs we ventured in an ocean of merchandise mediocrity and did find a frame of a loft bed but was mostly interested about the refurbished pieces of furniture we found at the
end. After getting some pieces I secured them on the car roof and drove back to Schio where we did some grocery. It was very pleasant to drive back up on the mountains after experiencing the
hello on earth traffic of the Padana flatland. Almost on the top Silvester vomited and I tried to clean him and the car as much as possible before reaching our apartment. There sweet Livia helped
me taking in the grocery while I took in the furniture for their room. Silvester played nicely with magnates and then we ate some leftover gnocchi and myself a salad before talking a bit with
Myrthe on the phone. Later the children watched some TV while I wrote and read and hanged the laundry I made with Silvester clothes and others. In bed I read more of the relaxing life in
communist China after Mao's temporary step down.   

Yesterday I woke up rather early and updated my project. As I was feeding the kids some breakfast Nero came. He was desperate and wanted me to find him anything up here where he can
escape his hectic life down in Schio. Later we walked down to the fields where I showed him some trees he can cut for his fire and eventually a field where he can look into building a shed. The
kids came also along but did not really want to go any further and Livia ran back to the contrada. I also made it back and fed a chicken schnitzel while I ate a salad. The rest of the day we spent
unpacking the pieces of the loft bed and setting it up with the kids at first coloring the cardboard inside and then helping handing me the screws. As it got dark I was done building and we went
out to burn the cardboard. Back inside I cooked some small pasta with the leftover pumpkin soup and then had to clean the mess and the children left behind. In the end I put the children in their
new set up and just wrote and drew even though it was late. In bed I read more of the privileged life of Chinese communist officers. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then did some further home improvements mounting a lamp in the children room and arranging a ladder so that they could crawl out of the window and enjoy
the sun in the neighbours backyard. Later I showered and talked to Myrthe who in the end after years of testing and taking vaccines she got the virus and felt quite sick. For lunch We ate wursts
and I also ate a salad before playing with the ball outside and interacting with the old neighbours. Later we drove down the mountains, did a quick grocery, searched for a mattress for the new
bed and made it to Costabissara where a kind lady gave us all the movies of their new grown up children for very little money. Later we kept in the main playground and ate a quite flat and
boring pizza before venturing all the way back to the mountain facing the usual hell of cars and pollution. Silvester also fell asleep and was a bit cranky when I got him out of the car. I then let
the children watch one of their new films while I did some cleaning. By the time they slept I could barely keep my eyes open to draw and just went to bed.  

Yesterday I updated my project and also worked on a new essay before getting the children ready to walk up to the project museum through the forest. On the way I fed them some mortadella
sandwich so and Livia was really good and also Silvester in the end walked up the back of the mountain alone. At the project museum I painted some more the new sign and then we walked to
Chris and Alessia where we had a sweet time eating small potatoes and different cheeses. I also got to talk to Alessia quite a bit until her far right uncle arrived and we left. Walking down to our
contrada the sky turned blue and then the sun sat over the highest mountains. The children were happy and in our tiny apartment I bathed them and fed them some leftover pasta while I ate some
leftover pizza. I was quite touched that was our Christmas eve especially with all the family gathering outside to have their fat dinners and lavish food. As the kids watched a sweet Dracula
movie I wrote and drew. Later they were all excited about Dracula and started jumping around. At last they slept and I went to bed to read about Chang's life in a compound under the
communists.

Yesterday Silvester cried in the middle of the night and after putting him back to sleep I could not sleep myself and updated my project. After a few hours of extra sleep I got the children to play
outside in the sun while I finished cleaning up the apartment. After giving old Gianna a drawing we made for her birthday we drove to Venice to get Myrthe at the airport. Waiting for her we
walked pretty much all the floors and then she arrived after a lot of kisses and hugs to the children went for a walk in a marsh near Mestre. Later we searched for a place to eat but everything was
fully booked because of Christmas. On the other hand all the roads were empty and in no time we reached Schio and then made it up the mountains. At home I got the fire going again and baked
pizzas and also made gnocchi and some small hamburgers for the children. Later they watched TV and I drew and then got them to bed while Myrthe was already asleep. 

Yesterday I updated my project in the middle of the night and then went back to bed. As the kids woke me up I wrote quite some dreams down and then got ready to go up the Novegno mount. It
was very nice to drive above the clouds and park rather low so as not to get stuck in the snow. From there the children showed quite some strength climbing the rocks and making it all the way to
the parking lot where we played with throwing snowballs at each other. Later we walked the normal road down and glimpsed at the ocean of clouds below us before immersing ourselves back in
and drive to Chris and Alessia to eat some fresh cheese with friend polenta. After taking a bit to Chris we drove back to the contrada where I got to talk for some time to August on the phone and
then drew and made a soup with onions and some barley with beans. The kids ate none of it and I had to cook some extra rice with pesto. In the evening we tried to watch a movie together but
Silvester was too tired and also Myrthe who felt sick and had to lay down. I then put both children to bed and went to bed myself to read about the Chinese Red guards youngsters turned fanatic
by the Mao cult. 

Yesterday I updated my project way too early and had to go back to bed. As I woke up again I got with Myrthe and the kids down to our fields and up the cross on the lower hill over Santa
Caterina. There the children ate a sandwich and enjoyed the sun and the view with still some clouds entering in the valleys below us. Back home I ate a radicchio salad and then helped old
Gianna to close the holes from where the chickens managed to escape. Having the afternoon to work I suddenly decided to try out to dig the foundation of my project cathedral in one of the
lower fields. I then took a lot of measurements and even begun to dig out over forty meters of the northern wall. It was really sunny and beautiful and also Myrthe and the kids came by with the
children who had great fun jumping down the old stone walls of a terraced field. As the sun was setting over Mount Enne we made it home and I showered and then drove with the family down
the mountains to do grocery and then to eat a pizza at Adriano. Back home I drew and wrote while the children watched some television. In bed I read for a long time about the awful deeds of the
Red guards.

Yesterday I tried to sleep longer and as a result a little time to update my project. As the kids woke up it also got quite sunny and we all walked down to the fields to cut some trees growing on
the stone walls but my chainsaw did not start and I just took some measurements to reposition the cathedral more to the south. Back home I cooked tortellini for the children and ate the leftover
onion soup. After a nap I drove with Myrthe and the children up contrada Rossi and from there we walked to the project museum hiding chocolate eggs for the children. At last we reached the
iron cube and they ate them. After checking out Dino cutting quite a lot of trees on the hill south of the cube we walked back to the car. At home I did some digging of the new northern edge of
the cathedral and then cooked a rabbit roll in the wooden stove. After eating we prepared a tiramisu and then I drew and wrote before going to bed to read Chang's awful account of the Cultural
revolution. 

Yesterday I woke up with a grip on my head and I sort of understood I got the much talked of virus Myrthe brought us from the Netherlands. I either way updated my project and then went bed.
The children soon woke up but I sort of stayed in bed half asleep. As they were gone with their mother to Schio I actually manage to shake myself up and went down to the fields where I cut two
trees growing on the stone wall by the road. After removing the branches I managed to put them on the side of the road and then went home to find also Silvester with fever dozing on the sofa.
Livia was fine instead and I cooked some pasta for me and her. In the afternoon Silvester slept and I removed the old iron fence hanging out of our vegetable garden onto the street. I also
managed to trim down some brambles and piled them all up to make a fire but it was not dry enough. As it got very dark I went back inside and drew as well as cooked artichokes for Myrthe and
I and a chicken schnitzel for Livia. Silvester kept on sleeping and we played a table game. Later I tested a program August developed to convert some of my project data into more entertaining
animations. In bed I could not really fall asleep and just read a lot of Chang's account on the cultural revolution feeling most traumatized about it.

Yesterday I updated my project way too early and then just kept awake. As Myrthe left with the children for some shopping in Vicenza I walked down in the field covered in the fog and then cut
a few trees at the end of it. With my shoes all soaked I went back to the apartment exhausted. Myrthe then called me to said she had a minor accident but nothing serious fortunately. After eating
some leftover pasta I slept a bit but I was still very exhausted perhaps due to the virus. I anyway managed to drag myself back in the field and pick all the clods I made when plowing the upper
side of the cathedral. Miele was also with me and I occasionally threw some stones so that she could get a bit entertained running after them. Back home I was exhausted and cooked some
veggies, ate with the family and the wrote and drew went to bed.

Yesterday I forced myself to sleep and as a result it was quite messy to do any project update with the children getting restless. I then prioritized them and got everything ready for a walk up the
Mount Summano top. On the way there by car Livia was whining a lot and I tried to make her happy giving her chocolate and then beginning to walk giving her her sandwich but it just didn't
help. Silvester was quite fine and having put both of them in the stroller I pushed them up all the way to the cheese farm. There an old local man offered Myrthe some coffee and I talked with
him in dialect soon realizing he was affected by dementia. At this point Livia felt much better and with the children we climbed through the hazelnuts to the cross leaving the stroller behind a
pine tree. They were both very strong and the scenery on the top was really magical with the clouds surrounding us and a lot of very international people clinging to the cliff and beholding the
horizon. On the way back Livia was extremely happy and in love with nature while little Silvester kept in the stroller resting. I also helped Myrthe in trying to cope with her incompetent director
and bring her out of her work related anxieties. Back home we got ready to go to Chris and Alessia where a lot of people were invited to celebrate the new year like a couple from Kirghistan who
moved to Holland and whose daughter played nicely with Livia. Also there were a lot of other people who have moved to the mountains like a former professor of Padua university and a
syndacalist with whom I had a long political discussion until Silvester fell with his head and I got him to sleep walking outside with the stroller and a lot of blankets. For dinner with ate pizzas
and food people brought from home. I talked with the Kirghiz about Russia imperialistic attitude but then Livia got tired and we all drove home well before the midnight.     

Yesterday I woke up way too early after Silvester cried for quite some time in the night. As I started to update my project also Livia started whining probably due to the virus Myrthe brought
from the Netherlands. I then played with the outside by the fountain with quite sunshine making them happy again. Later I secured the trimmer on the top of the car and we drove to the project
museum. Myrthe walked back down with the children while I managed to cut a lot of small trees making their way back especially in the valley. I worked really hard and did quite some cleaning.
All sweaty I drove back home and showered. Myrthe was not feeling good and went to bed while prepared with the children strozzapreti with speck. In the evening they watched a little movie
with their mommy while I finished to update my project and then drew, wrote and went to bed to read of the disastrous Mao's campaigns. 

Yesterday I woke up in the middle of the night and updated my project as well as finished to write an essay. After going back to bed we drove down the mountains and stopped at a huge
supermarket to buy food to bring to Holland. Later we made it to Vicenza where we parked the car in the outskirt and then walked through the city made grayer by the dull weather. I felt quite
some nausea from all the fancy cars and people but eventually ate a sandwich with the family at a cafe an humble old couple. Later we walked through the Campo Marzo and to the main square
where the kids had fun climbing up the monuments. I also got to talk to August on the phone and then we got back to the car and drove off in the evening more depressing suburbs of Padua
where we found a refurbished mattress at the Swedish retail shop packed with a very sad crowd, namely the one who cannot afford the winter holiday in ski resorts. On the way back Myrthe
drove and back home I got the mattress off the car roof and then went to bed to caress Myrthe and read more of Chang experienced working as a farmer. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then started to arrange all the grocery we got for Holland in the trailer. Later Emanuele came to say hi and I showed him the fields below where another
sculpture could be made and then walked all the way to the cube talking about all sort of things. As I got back home Livia had fever and I made her asleep while Myrthe with Silvester when to
greet the people from Kirghistan. I then had time to draw and record a lecture but after preparing some gnocchi with veggies I also fell sick. I then went to bed all shivering and read a lot of time
after the Cultural revolution.

Yesterday I woke up with quite a fever but anyway updated my project and walked down to the fields to cut some trees with Nero. We began by cutting two trees growing on the stone wall
delimiting one of our fields and then made nice pieces of it tossing the branches down our valley. Nero was devastated as he is contemplating to separate from Stefania after twenty years together
as they really stopped making love. For lunch we walked back up in the contrada and enjoyed the sun while eating some leftover pasta. I was still very feverish but the food gave me some
strength and we were soon back in the valley cutting a walnut tree using ropes so as to prevent it from falling. As we were done we moved further down on the asphalt road when also Filippo, the
guy running the malga on top of Novegno came to say hi. Myrthe and the kids were also there and after some chitchatting Nero started to cut the tree so as it would fall on the field. I kept my
hands on it to prevent it to fall on the street but it got too heavy and it fell right against us. Luckily I was able to sneak to the right and him to the left without getting hurt. Myrthe also came to
help us to remove it from the street while Filippo kept on the phone with Alessandra, the curator of the Asiago landart park I put him in touch with. Having finished to pile up all the branches
Nero left and we walked back up with an amazing sunset. After a nap we drove down to Adriano to eat a pizza but had no appetite and still felt sick. Back home I drew and then read Chang
before falling in a strange half awake sleep.

Yesterday I woke up with a painful throat but not so much fever. I then updated my project and drove down the mountains to get an adapter for our trailer electric plug. I also went to pay the bill
for the pulley I got converted into a chainsaw and then drove back up feeling again feverish. After eating some leftover pizza I went out with the children to test the trailer and pack the car. Later
I took a nap and then went down to the fields to check the sight of the cathedral once more. It was most foggy and I also got to talk to August on the phone. Back in the barn I finished burning a
pile a brambles I have accumulated and then cooked a potato dish Stefania prepared for us. In the evening we ate and then I packed more things in the car and shut the water getting ready to
leave. After drawing and doing some project update I went to bed.

Yesterday we woke up in our small mountain apartment after Silvester cried several times during the night. He and his sister where really sweet however as we started descending the mountains
with a full moon lighting up the way. As I started driving on the highway everyone was sleeping and I made it all the way up to the Brenner pass with crazy Italian drivers on their SUVs flashing
by to just make it to some ski resort despite the very little snow even in the highest peaks. After a stop to drink some barley and appease my painful throat Myrthe kept driving through Austria.
As she had a phone call with other course leader of the art academy to try to stand against their incompetent director, we stopped in a small village near the German border and took a walk
through the many residential houses and then on a green pasture. Myrthe stopped by a tree to talk while with the kids I crossed it and made it in a forest and then walked on a path back to the car.
For lunch we found a very typical Austrian restaurant in a very old and sturdy house. I ate a goulash and Myrthe a chicken she really liked while the children ate some nuggets. There was a
beautiful sun light outside but as we drove into Germany the weather got quite Teutonic and gray. After some gasoline we reached the very nice valley created by an untouched Donau with
plenty of small ancient villages and eventually ours with as much as a castle on a cliff. A Russian man showed us our room in an old house and as it got dark we walked down the village of
Harburg and found a restaurant with old German locals and there ate a nice and salted soup with dumplings. Back home the children were very active but at last I slept in a very uncomfortable
bed sofa with Silvester playing with my curls and eventually also falling asleep.  


